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Figure 1.1: The DNA replication process. Double-stranded DNA is sepa-
rated into its two strands with the help of helicase proteins. DNA poly-
merase proteins polymerize nucleotides that are complementary to the sep-
arated strands to create two double-stranded DNA molecules. A couple of
important enzymes not pictured are primase, which creates short initial com-
plementary strands onto which DNA polymerase appends, and ligase, which
joins together the multiple separate strands that are synthesized against
the lagging strand (i.e., the strand with its 3’ end at the point of strand
separation).

As was confirmed by later studies, the primary mechanism in the repli-
cation of DNA is polymerization of nucleotides that are recruited and base-
paired to a template strand. Since this mechanism acts on a single strand,
the first step in the replication of DNA is the separation the two strands.
A protein called a helicase is responsible for this separation of the double
helix. DNA polymerases, which follow right behind the helicase, chain to-
gether nucleotides to form strands that are complementary and base-paired
to the two separated template strands. The result of replication is thus two
double-stranded molecules, each a perfect copy of the original. Figure 1.1
depicts this process.

The most fundamental entities that we consider living are essentially
membranes whose structure, maintenance, and reproduction are governed
by information contained inside of them in the form of nucleic acids. Most
commonly, such a membrane defines an organizational unit we call a cell
and contains DNA that we call its genome. Each DNA molecule within
a genome is called a chromosome, and can be either linear or circular in
structure. The typical life-cycle of a cell consists of the replication of its
genome and division into multiple cells, each with a copy of the parent cell’s
genome. Organisms are living entities that are composed of one or more
connected cells.

In addition to DNA, a second nucleic acid plays an important role in biol-
ogy: ribonucleic acid (RNA). RNA di!ers from DNA in three key properties.
First, an RNA nucleotide contains a ribose sugar instead of the deoxyribose
sugar found in DNA. Second, RNA the uses the base uracil (U) instead of
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Figure 1.2: Replication slippage results in insertions and deletions. In this
figure, horizontal lines represent single strands of DNA, with the top strand
(the child) being copied from the bottom template strand (the parent).
Vertical ticks indicate base pairing. During replication, the two strands
may separate and re-pair incorrectly, resulting in a loop in either the child
(A) or the parent (B) sequence. If the child sequence is used as a template
to repair the loop, then either an insertion (A) or a deletion (B) will occur.
If the parent sequence is used for repair instead, then no mutation will occur
(not shown).

combination. Recombination events begin with the interaction of two highly
similar segments of DNA and formation of a structure known as a Holliday
junction, which is an intertwining of the four strands from the two segments.
The junction may migrate up or down the sequences, pairing bases between
strands that are not immediately related through replication. Bases paired
in this way make up what is called heteroduplex DNA and could be consid-
ered as another example of base mispairing. When the Holliday junction is
ultimately resolved and the strands separated, there are number of di!erent
possible outcomes (Figure 1.3).

A Holliday junction may be resolved in such a way that the two partici-
pating segments swap the sequence that flanks them on one side. When the
segments are part of two di!erent linear chromosomes, the result is called
crossing over. If either of the segments is part of a circular chromosome,
or if they are both on the same chromosome, then crossing over results in
indels, inversions, or chromosomal fissions or fusions (Figure 1.4).

Whether or not crossing over occurs, the processing of heteroduplex DNA
may create additional mutations. When heteroduplex DNA contains mis-
paired bases, correcting enzymes will remove the nucleotides of one strand
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Figure 1.3: The results of recombination. Heteroduplex DNA forms due to
migration of the junction. Two scenarious arise depending on how the junc-
tion is resolved: (A) no crossing over occurs (DNA flanking heteroduplex
DNA is from the same chromosome) or (B) crossing over occurs, result-
ing in the swapping chromosome ends. Heteroduplex DNA is repaired by
excising one strand and replacing using the other as a template. If the tem-
plate strands for repair both orignally came from the same double-stranded
chromosome, then gene conversion occurs.

and replace them using the other as a template. If both heteroduplex re-
gions are corrected using template strands were previously base paired, then
the result is called gene conversion and information from one of the orig-
inal regions is lost. Otherwise, information from both original regions is
preserved.

The final class of mechanisms that cause changes in DNA includes those
that break or join chromosomes. Chromosomal breakage is the creation of
a double-stranded cut in a chromosome, and can be caused by radiation
damage or certain enzymes called endonucleases. Chromosomal joining is
the connection of two double-stranded DNA ends, usually performed by
DNA ligase proteins. Through combinations of breakage and joining events,
inversions, transpositions, and chromosome fissions and fusions can result.
Certain genomic elements called transposons actually encode for proteins
that break DNA and allow for those elements to duplicate or move around
in a genome.

Table 1.1 summarizes the types of DNA mutations and the mechanisms
that cause them. Thus far, we have only discussed mechanisms by which
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Figure 1.4: The results of crossing over. (A), (B), and (C) are examples
of interchromosomal recombination, while (D) and (E) are examples of in-
trachromosomal recombination. Lines represent chromosomes and boxes
indicate highly similar regions of DNA (with orientation given by their con-
tained triangles). The possible results are exchange of chromosome ends
(A), insertion and deletion (B), chromosome fusion (C), chromosome fission
(D), and inversion (E).


